Photo and Injury Release Form
Program: Farm in the Dell of the Red River Valley

Description: A program designed to give people who have disabilities and the community the opportunity to learn about healthy eating by participating in the day-to-day care of a garden, as well as learning skills to market and sell the produce from the garden.

By signing, I hereby expressly acknowledge that gardening, like many leisure activities, involve movement and physical activity, and that injury or mishap are possibilities in spite of all reasonable safeguards and precautions taken. Further, I hereby expressly acknowledge that photographs and/or videos of me may be taken by parties outside the control of Farm in the Dell of the Red River Valley (FITD RRV) in connection with participating in this program.

I acknowledge that FITD RRV has limited or no control over such activities of third parties and has no control over any editing and/or use of such photos and/or video footage. I accept such risks as reasonable and proper, and agree to hold harmless the officers, principals, staff and volunteers of FITD RRV should injury or mishap occur in this regard.

I give permission to be photographed and/or videotaped in print or electronic media by FITD RRV or third parties acting on behalf of FITD RRV. I acknowledge and agree that photographs and videos may be edited and used in whole or in part as desired for the purpose, which may be produced, duplicated, distributed and used for informational, promotional or other public purposes. I understand that photographs and video are not my property and there will be no compensation to me.

Print Volunteer Name: ____________________________________________
Signature (of parent if under 18): ________________________________ Date __________

Farm in the Dell of the Red River Valley is a non-profit organization. All proceeds go to benefit people who have disabilities in the Fargo/Moorhead community. Farm in the Dell of the Red River Valley 7378 40th St. Moorhead, MN 56560 www.farminthedellrrv.org